
Workforce Efficiency and Cost to 

Collect Improve for a 2,000-Bed 

Midwestern Health System



How does the revenue cycle department of a 2,000-bed Midwestern health system rise to the challenge 
of driving down the cost to collect when its existing staff can’t keep up with the current volume of claims? 
By hiring Olive’s AI-powered workforce to automate its highly manual claims processing. Thanks to Olive, 
the health system was able to improve its bottom line and keep services affordable for the thousands of 
patients it serves every year across the 12 hospitals in its network.

Before hiring Olive, more than 300 revenue cycle associates were manually checking claim statuses — 
striving to get to each of the 3,500 daily claims but constantly falling behind. The irony? Every minute 
spent checking the status of a claim detracted from the chances of recouping payment on the 70 percent 
of claims that needed follow-up action. Facing a mandate to drive down costs to meet division goals, the 
revenue cycle department knew it had to address inefficiencies in their claims follow-up process.

Olive Tackles Overwhelming Claims Volume, Then Acts


on Intelligence to Extend Value


Realizing that no amount of manual effort could achieve their aims, the department sought an innovative, 
customized technology solution that could increase the speed and efficiency of the claims status checking 
process and accelerate revenue.

That partner was Olive. As the system’s AI-powered workforce, Olive now performs daily status checks for 100 
percent of 3,500 hospital, professional, lab and home care claims, efficiently moves claims that are in paid status 
out of revenue cycle associates’ work queues, and rechecks the status of pending claims each day until payment 
status is updated. Now associates can focus their time on actionable claims leading

to resolution and accelerated cash collections, without going through the mundane work of checking the

status first. 


Seizing the Opportunity to Automate
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Manual claim status checks detracted from revenue cycle associates working 

on follow-up action needed to recoup payment on 70 percent of claims

As the system’s AI-powered 

workforce, Olive now checks the 

status of 100 percent of hospital, 

professional, lab and home care 

claims daily so associates can 

focus their time on claims needing 

follow-up action.



To achieve the organization’s goal of reducing the cost to collect, the department’s key metric was creating full-time 
equivalent (FTE) savings. That’s where Olive’s internal intelligence operations center, Omega, proved invaluable. 
The staff at Omega, which is unique to Olive and an essential component of her success, monitor Olive’s work 24/7 
to continually identify and resolve automation issues, keep Olive running and permanently resolve recurring issues.

Omega enabled Olive to detect and resolve over 90 percent of the health system’s issues within 24 hours without a 
single day of missed work, allowing her to drive tremendous efficiencies. Omega also identified and validated over 
40 opportunities to permanently improve automation performance. For example, Omega’s intelligence identified an 
opportunity to use Olive to recheck pending claims on a daily basis and move paid claims out of the associates’ 
work queue. Omega also frequently communicated with the health system to align Olive’s progress and metrics as 
she completed her work. This constant monitoring, communication and analysis of the data Olive gathered from 
multiple portals allowed Olive to improve the workflow and become more efficient over time.

Olive’s Impact in Reducing the Cost to Collect Through More Efficient Use of Staff
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Olive has tripled efficiency gains 

over a five-month period.


Supported by Omega’s 24/7 intelligence operations, Olive 
has tripled efficiency gains over a five-month period, 
averaging a savings of 11 FTEs per day. These FTE savings 
and a

4 percent reduction in the cost to follow-up resulted from 
automating the management of paid claims, rechecking 
pending claims each day and freeing associates to collect 
payment from claims needing additional follow-up. Olive’s 
ability to automate workflows without failure and learn from 
the data gathered in the workflow is proving increasingly 
important as her workforce scale grows.



In addition to tackling FTE savings to reduce the cost to 
collect, Olive is expanding value for the health system by 
predicting claims denials and increasing efficiency in other 
critical functions such as patient access and finance. That’s 
just the start. Recognizing Olive’s potential to improve 
efficiency in numerous other areas of the health system, the 
senior director of revenue cycle is now championing 
expanding Olive’s use across the organization.

Olive Tackles New Challenges Throughout 

the Enterprise


To learn more about Olive, visit oliveai.com.

Omega’s analysis of historical data has identified future high-value automation opportunities. For example, Omega 
analyzed the top causes of denied claims to find ways for Olive’s automation to reduce them going forward.


Driven by Olive’s ability to automate denial follow-up, Omega identified 27 new automation opportunities that could 
impact over 20 percent of current follow-up tasks and generate approximately $8M of potential revenue acceleration 
per year. For example, Omega found that missing medical records were a top reason for denials. Olive can address 
this issue by identifying claims with particular remark and adjustment codes, attaching the medical record and then 
reprocessing claims, eliminating the need for revenue cycle staff to manually attach and resubmit them. Over time, 
Olive will be able to predict which claims are likely to be denied due to missing medical records and add them before 
the claim is submitted to realize even greater efficiencies.
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Olive’s Growing Wisdom

Delivering Results That Matter

100 percent of 3,500 claims status checks daily across hospital, professional, lab and 

home care


Tripled Olive’s AI workforce efficiency in 5 months


27 new opportunities representing cash acceleration of $8M


4 percent reduction in the cost to follow-up
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